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This is the first of five reports
dealing with selected aspects of the
quality of life in Mississippi. In.
eluded in this report is statistical
information for the State as a
whole. The four reports to folio%
contain information on counties
grouped according to Districts of
the Cooperative Extension Service.

Because quality of life is a com
Alex phenomenon, no claim is
made that this report presents a
complete picture. It is based,
however, on the assumption that
part of quality is reflected in quart-

Preface

tity.. When it is observed, for exam
pie, that median family income for
Mississippi families more than
doubled during the 1960's and that
the magnitude of the increase ex-
ceeded the rate of inflation, it is ap
parent that quality of life im
proved, at least in the sense that
the families are able to afford more
of the goods and services available
in the marketplace.

Not all of the indicators are
positive. There are still many
families with incomes below the
poverty level, and there are still
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people with limited education. This
series of reports attempts to show
both the positive and negative
changes in the quality of life for
Mississippians in the 1960's. This
particular report is designed.
primarily to orient the reader to
some of the general statewide
trends. The four reports to follow
will be more detailed and therefore
the information should be of more
use to personnel in action agencies
working on a county or regional,
rather than a state-wide, basis.
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In this bulletin we present some
quantitative measures uf the quali
ty of life in Mississippi, namely,
family income, family puverty,
employment, educatiun, housing,
health, and welfare. Of particular
interest are changes in these
measures. In general, based on
these, the quality of life in IVfis-
sissippi improved between the last
two censuses.

All of the econumic indicators
shuwed an improvement. Median
family income mure than duu bled
while the number of families
classified as puv erty families
dropped frum just uver 50percent uf
the families to 29 percent.* The
labor force increased by 6 percent
while unemployment dropped frum
;.).4 percent in 1960 to 5.0 percent in
1970. Even thu ugh the ecunumic in
dicaturs shutv an imprtm ed quality
of life, the income levels uf blacks
and females continued to lag
behind those of whites and males.

The educational level of Mis-
sissippians also improv ed between
1960 and 1970. When this improve-
ment is viewed in light of iage fact
that Mississippi does not have a
compulsory schuol attendance law,
it takes on additional significance.

Summary

If -lines hume is um's .castler
the quality uf huusing fur Mis
sissippians shuuld be closely
related to their quality uf life. Hume
utv nership increased fur all
categuries uf 'Mississippians ex
amined krural urban and white
black). Examination of plumbing
facilities and the number of per-
sons per ruum shuwed that there
was a substantial increase in the
number uf huuses with hut and cold
piped water and a substantial
decrease ke.m.ept in urban areas) in
the number uf hu uses w ith nu piped
water. With respect to number uf
persuns per ruuni, the results situ*
ed a decrease in every category, in
dicating a decrease in crowded
humcs between 1960 and 1970.
lluusehuld Lumenientes that
make life mure cumfurtable, e.g.,
Juthes washers and dryers, hume
freezers, and T.V., increased for all
ty pes uf Mississippians in the
1960's.

The health indicators examined
shuwed a decrease in the infant
mortality rate, this lower rate.may
indicate better health facilities, a
better home environment and
better access to health facilities. In
addition, health facilities for the

aged and infirm increased con
siderably in the 1960's. The only
area where little or no progress was
made between 1960 and 1970 was
in the number of doctors and den
tists per 1,000 population and in the
number of hospital beds per 1,000
population.

Welfare payments, on the
average, increased between 1960
and 1970. The increase was greater
than the increase in the cost of liv.
ing index for the same period, in-
dicating that Mississippians
receiving public assistance ex
perienced an increase in their
quality of life in the 1960's.

These indicators show that, in
general, the quality of life for Mis-
sissippi families has improved.
One must be careful when looking
at general trends, however,
because even though the criteria
examined indicate that most Mis-
sissippians experienced an im-
provement in the quality of life.in
the 1960's, this does not mean that
all groups benefited equally or that
some groups did not actually 61-
perience a decrease in their quality
of life.

*This drop may be due in part to the new index used by the U. S. Bureau of Census.
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Changes in Quality of Life
in Mississippi: 1960-1970

According to the National Goals
Research Staff, concern about
what is now called quality of life is
not new in American life, and rare-
ly has anyone advocated national
policies to promote growth only for
its own sake.-- Until recently,
however, widespread acceptance of
continued economic growth as a
virtue apparently has been based
on the assumption that progress
can be measured in- terms of quan
titative growth.

The recent surfacing of interest
in quality of life must be viewed in a
positive way,but this interest most
not be allowed to overshadow in-
terest in the quantitative aspects of
life, because in many respects
quantity reflects quality. When it is
pointed out, for example, that
millions of families-in the United
States live in poverty (defined in
terms of income), the conclusion is
unavoidable that quality of life for
them must be something less than
desirable. Not only is the existence
of poverty a contradiction of
American values; it also is a
negative commentary on the
American economic and political
systems.

The purpose of this report is to
present quantitative in formation
about various aspects of quality of
life in Mississippi. Included in the
report is information pertaining to

Economic Indicatoes---One
of the most widely used measures of
the state of any society is that class
of indicators of production, dis-

These who operate within the
framew ark of national policy and
with a normati% e commitment to
alle%iating poverty, often ask what
they can do to improve quality of
life in Mississippi. This question
poses two major problems. One of
these pertains to the complexity of
the term "quality of life:" Because
it defies precise definition, except
at the indh id u al le% el, persons w ho
"engage the enemy, so to_speak,
find themselves in a maze of
perceptions, ideas and notions that
du not coincide at all points. Thus
they are faced with seemingly in-
surmountable barriers at the out-
set.

The other problem is that of
deciding where limited resources
can be utilized most effectively as
inputs. This problem-is particular-
ly acute for USDA personnel who
must function within the con-
strain is of time and fund
limitations. On the other hand,
USDA personnel, especially those
involved in research at
Agricultural Experiment Stations
and those involved in action
programs in the Cooperative Ex-
tension Service, do have the advan-

Purpose i

income, poverty, employment,
education, housing, health, and
welfare, Two main objectives guid-
ed the compilation of statistical
data for the report. (1) providing a

Quality of Life Indicators

tribution, and consumption of
goods and services. At the national
level the GNP (Gross National
Product) and the GNI (Gross

tage of experience in dealing with
social and economic problems. The
.alue of this experience, however,
is %Rioted to some degree by the
fact that quality of life is so com-
plex.

Planners can, however, move
beyond- these difficulties through
the use of partial data for arriving
at definitive insights and decision-
making. This does not solve the
problems, but it does enable
researchers and action agency per-
sonnel to function within the
parameters of the problems.

The use of partial data is nothing
more than the examination of some
of the information that_pertains to
quality of life. Examination, of
course, implies something more
than simply observing facts- and
figures. For planning purposes,
researchers and action agency per-
sonnel must examine the informa-
tion-from a normative perspective.
That is, they must ask what the in-
formation means in terms of their
efforts to alleviate conditions that
constitute negative aspects of
quality of life or that act as barriers
to improvement of that quality.

statistical description of social and
economic conditions in Mississip-
pi, and (2) providing a measure of
change in those conditions over a
ten-year period.

-National Income) are summary
measures of -the "state of the -na-
tion" in-economic terms.

Although-gross measures of per-

'Toward Balanced Growth. Quantity with Quality. A report to the President by the National
Goals Research Staff, July 1970, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., P. 25.

2For an- attempt to explicate the term, see Ronald C. Powers,"Whatis Quality LifeConflick in
Values," Achieving Quality of Life in the Countryside. Proceedings of Forty-sixth Con-
ference of the American Country Life Association,Inc.,Ames,lowa.
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formance in the economic system
have some utility, it is only by-el
amining more refined measures
that program planners gain needed
insights.

Median Family Income- There
were 534,444 families in Mississip-
pi in 1970 and their median family
income was $6,071 in 19691, slight-
ly more than twice that of 1959
gable 1). Also, median family in-
come of Mississippians more than

doubled from 1949.to 1959': The me-
dian family income of all-United
States families increased from $5,.
660rin 1959 to $9,586 in_1969, only
about 69-percent.

As is true of all such measures,
median family income obscures
large variations. Only When, the
measure -is viewed' :for several.
different grouping of families does
a more-detailed picture emerge.

Viewing median- -income as a

Measure of quality of life, it-js-aP
parent that families en-
joying the -highest quality or life
Were White, lived in:anarban area,
and were headed by males between
35- and--44 years of age .(Table 1.);
Those experiencing the lovieit
quality of-life-were black families
living-I:41-a faint -and:headed-by:a-
femalamider 25-years of'age.

The highest income. - for-.blacks
was -for urban -families-With- male

U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census, of Population: 1970. .General. -Social -ttiict -Etontimic
Characteristics. Final Report PC(1)-C26 Mississippi; U.S. dooernment Printing -Office,
Washington, D; C.

'Increases in income ,must be evaluated in light of inflation. For example, althotigh median_ family__
income for the state .increased-by 110.5 percent from 1959- to 1969,. real income incistuicd"by 58.0

percent, i.e., purchasing power- id improve.

-2
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beads bet s een ,r and 11 %ar .
age

Buth bia%1% and s tote fern Ales
who headed families sere- older
than male heads irresperts% V- of
place of resident e Female Lund%
heads also sere different from
males in that their in time
le%el s as in the Under age
group for all three re.itlential
4 1.1--ses s hereas the los 44 int 'writ
le%el for all malt- heads sae in the
-h.', and s.Idrr group Tabl

Female heads had a loser initial
snotime 1140 than did Miles testa
him k and %hitt and rise hed their
highest int omit. 144,4 at higher
ages Thu. r1atin.h4p hi :41 f..r all
three resident la; LIPAYS

The tamale. s ith %%lute male
heads had signors ant ad% antages
.4er tither families. no matter
v. here the lard gi% en in orne as a
measure of the familie. abdit%
ompete in the market e for

goods and sett it VS

The greatest improvement in
Lnd% income from 141-.44 Pissed

ias i-xpent ni blai It rural
farm families fllosil 11% shite
rural farm tamilies Tabit I hir
ing :hi. pe
xperinced a tual in rea.e in
purthasing postr r41.14.., to the
national a% pram

I rban shoe Lambe. a xpeneni
ed the least impro%ement but the
int °me from shit h the different
fami4 1%nes.m44ed annot he lg.
nored Rural farm farndie. both
Nat k and s hite s ere at the- Nit tom
of the to ale in 14 04 and '119 hut tilt'
gap twit% ern their intorno. and
those of urban families %as
narrower in 1U09 than in 1959

urna> ._r!' ";11ght;) Mite
than one half fan famil;en in MP:
sissippi wen- clascified as poverty
families in-I959. In 1969, the figure
had dropped to 29 percent. It is
probable that the figure for 1969 is
more realistic than the one used for
1959, because the index used for

Fable 2. Median. Faun
44014:***., '

. . _

bf Noueetbold:-;Ht d: and- Age
. ,

Agt:of
_bacon*

143101,010ii
U.4141410$4" 0,94'

.34W
White-terntlelie4.4:
Blackfettiateiheitu.:

Tabio:$.1t- iiiikAttniii4451401x14: Att.gW71*

atitithic*
, r 1,....-

All'. iniilies
_

ghieft
Vitaq
RPial
_Rur

$641

1969 represented a significant -im-
provement over earlier measures.5

The rate or-family poverty ranged
from a low of 1 LRercent for Urban,

4 The new index allows for differences in the cosi of living between' farm and nynfarm.
families. It also accounts for differences in farnilysize andSexof :family head.



families with a male head between
25 and 44 years of age tblack anti
white combine& to a high 11 f 47 per-
cvnt fur black rural farm families
with a female head under
of age iTable-4

Pu%erty remains a problem in
NbssieSippi and the fact that rncire
than one-fourth of the families in
the state fell below.. the po%ert% le% el
in 1969lea%es nuduubt th.at (oak}
vf life fur the stalk as a hole lb less
than is desirable

Employment Indicators,
The total sultan labor torte in
Mississiptii Mtn...Abed n't.M1 7 11.,!.4Vek

in P-Oil tio T1 P71) I ri. ..e
is cionsider.ible

'opwe% er occorcling rio sex and
.place of residence Tht black c tabor
force deo. Teased ko} 44, h lit the
white labor force iner .csen from
14" 11'441 V. 131 2.7f.

The number tot-vhite lemales in
the labor Curt e int Teased trorn 413,
1 4; in 1'4ui icei --,7" on 1417o

Table ViThite re,1%eri
2).". fir the sans' time perout--

an increase of about percent
Among blacks. the decrease lf
pen ent during the ilec,ide as a -
counted for a Irno.t %%holt% h
males

Pant( ipats on inth t or force in
urban ircac incre-ised h about 211
percent during the in , ars but
unl} about one percent ut the in-
crease was accounted fur by blacks.
In 1960, 2444,774 mernhers of the

.labor force were classified as rural
nonfarm residents. By 1970 this
component of the labor force had
increased to slightly mote than
306,000 and most -of-thiit increase
was accounted for by whites.

The number of hind farm
residents classified as members of
the-labor force-decreased-by almost
50 percent from 1960 to 1970. The
largest decrease occurred among
black males. The number declined
by-70,percentin the deCade. White
males, with a loss of 42 percent,
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perienced signifitant gains in
other categories. In educational
services and in health services non
white females more than doubled
their numbers. Nonwhite males
also increased their numbers in
those two categories (Table 6.)

Education Indicators--
Education contributes to quality of
life in two ways. One of these, the
aesthetic, is a highly personal
matter and the value of education
in this regard dues not lend itself to
quantification. The other-way by
-which education- contributes to
quality of life is seen in the well-
documented relationship between
education and earning power, i.e.,
in general, the more forinal educa-

-, .....: ._-. . 1 _ :---i:" t.:- .. i,- 4 _. - .- - ..

tiun one has the Muse money one
can earn.

The level of education -of Mis-
sissippians.imprur ed from 1960 to
1970 for both whites and non
whites, males and females, and for
all three- esidential groups (Table
7.). Urban white males appeared to
be the best educated of all groups,
with 19.2percent having completed
four ox more years of college. Non.
white residents, although- their
educational achievements did tin-
prove, lagged -behind whites as
they have historically. Rural
residents also continued to Li;
behind urban residents,bn t the per-
cent increase between 1960 and
1970 for those with four or more

13
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years of college was greater for the
rural residents.

Housing indicators
Housing:as, a-quantifiable _dimen.
sign of quality of-life is evidenced
by home ownership, selected phi in-
bing characteristics, number of
persons per room, and selected con-
veniences; i.e., clothes dry4z,
clothes washer, home freezer and
television.

Home.00nership.: -As measured
by the changes in home ownership
there was -vast improVement froth-
1960 to 1970 -for white and 'black
/14ississipplansiii both -Urban Out
rural .areas. Although the total-
number of owned homes decreased
for -both white and blackrural farm
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residents, the rate or percent of
ownership increased (Table 8.1.

Owner-occupied housing units
represented 66.3 percent uf the total
number all occupied dwellings in
the state in 1970. For 1960 the
figure was 57.7 percent.. The largest.
proportionate increase in owner
ship was achieved by rural farm
blacks. The lowest increase was
achieved by urban whites but the
percent of ownership in this group
in 1960 was twice that of rural farm
blacks.

Plumbing CharacieristicsOne
of the most significant im
provements. in level of living or

quality of life is the addition of
piped water in the home. For rural,
nonfarm whites the increase in
n umber of homes with hot and cold
piped water was 81.7 percent.
Although there was a decrease
from 1960 to 1970 in the number of
rural white farm homes with 'hot
and cold piped water, the propor-
tion increased.

The increase in rural nonfarm
black homes with hot and cold
piped water was more 380_per-
cent. For rural farm blacks the in-
crease was 154ercent; however, it
should be noted that the base from
which this percentage was coin.

puted was = rather small. Still, the
'proportion of rural-homes with no
piped water was large 'for blacks.
More than two-thirds of the rural
fannhomeeof blacks had no piped.
water in 1970.

Persons Pei-Room --The quality
of 'fife for both white and black
owners and- renters (as -meas*ed:
by privaCY or lack of drOwdedfiebe)-
imProved frOni-1960 to -1970 (Table
8.), Renters were living In- more
crowded "conditions -than. -Were
owners in both 1960 and-1970: The
conditions fot-blacki- were -*vise
-than those-for whites, at leastin
'terms of apace and privacy:
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Conveniences---As with other
measures of quality of life, con-
ditions improved for both white
and black residents in both urban
and rural areas (Table 9.). For ex
ample, in 1960 about 90 percent of
the white urban homes did not
have a clothes dryer, but by 1970
that figure had dropped to 52.6 per-
cent. The addition of these and
other conveniences obviously
reflects improvements in the quali-
ty of life.

Health IndicatorsThe
chances of infant survival reflect

not only the medical services
available but also such things as
the nutrition of the mother, the
child, and the adequacy of con-
ditions in the home. The infant
mortality rates for blacks and
whites in Mississippi decreased
between 1960 and 1970 (Table 10.),
and the gap in infant mortality
between the two races narrowed
considerably.

Hospital Beds, Physicians and
DentistsThere was virtually no
change in the number of
physicians or dentists per 1,000

;40;$4441441- - -

population (Table 10.). The number
of hospital beds per thousand pop-
ulation did increase by about one
bed between 1960 and 1970.

Senior Citizens -- -The number of
people 65 years old an over -in-
creased from 190,029 in 1960' to
222,320 in 1970'. Facilities for-the
aged or infirm and the use of these
facilities also increased (Table II.).
The number of patients served dur-
ing each year increased by 228 pet-
cent. New admissions were up from
1,74I-in 1960 to 7,037 in 1970.

The increase in new admissions

U.S. Bureau of the Census. General Population Characteristics 1970 PC (026B. Mississippi.

U.S. Bureau of the Census. General Population Characteristics 1970 PC (1)-26B. Mississippi.
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could. of course, reflect several
different trends, one of which
might be a greater willingness of
the aged and infirm to utilize the
services available. The Medicare
and Medicaid programs probably
had an impact on the increase in
the number of patients admitted to
institutions for the aged or infirm.

Welfare Indicators -- -The
number of participants in the
various public assistance

programs changed noticeably. The
number receiving old age
assistance and aid to the blind
decreased uhile the number receis
ing aid to dependent children and
aid to the permanent!) and totally
disabled increased (Table 12.).

All types of recipients had an in
crease in average monthly
payments. Adjusting these in-
creases for the change in purchas-
ing power of money showed that

the increase was real, that the
purchasing power of welfare
payments (old age assistance ex
cepted) was indeed larger in 1960
that in 1970. Thus, the state with
the aid of Federal programs) not
only assumed some responsibility
for a larger number of people in
need, but also increased its
monetary support.

Table 12: Public Assistance Paymeitts:13*. FrOgrains,-Mississikii,190,anif197,4):*_

Type-of
FaepeiidifOre

tild:Aga:Astis e,tauc
.AM telDePendenc
Children

Aid-to-the
_Aid 'to Permanently.
-andlotallybisahled

Total -for State

Average

Payiuents

444$:

9.36 78;04,4:

38-44- 0414

46 40.0.
_177k-7-

Voitices:The-souriae-for the .i9,8fiditta Is theti.tiiiiiali-Orikatin*tiatigktkiTA6itiiregolgilli0
iiedStoits:.1951,1656,-1900,1967J88th:EditiciOlvothinitoj14-tii9 oV
The source fotithe;1970.4g0 is the lAttiSiSsigiii StateDeliaitOieitifsf.NWAAVelfare'iPubrur-Wegli:Oug
Mississippi AntiOakReport!ialy 1969-- June 3-0,1970: . ,

Comparison of Selected Indicators For Mississippi,
The East South Central States, and The United States

Mississippians experienced more
change in some quality-of-life in-
dicators than did residents of other
Southern states and the United
States as a whole (Table 13.).The
most apparent change was the
relatively greater increase in me-

There are no easy solutions to
social problems, but action agen-
cies with mandates to engage ;n ac-
tivities that will have significant
impacts on problems must deal
with them to the best of their
abilities. As part of their input they

dian family income. Even with a
real income increase of 58 percent,
however, the 1969 incomes of Mis
sissippians were still below those of
their neighbors.

Unemployment declined in Mis-
sissippi over the ten years but not

Implications for Action
should utilize as much factual data
as they can possibly bring to bear
on the problems they attack.

The role of action agency per
sonnel with respect to factual data
requires them to perform two
related tasks. First, they must be
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by as much as it did for neighbor-
ing states or for the United States.
ri umbing facil iti es i m proved much
less in Mississippi than in the East
South Central States and in the
United States.

able to identify the types of data
relevant to their particular
problem. Second, they must be able
to determine the meaning of these
facts in light of their problem For
example, this report shows that in
1970 about 29 percent of the

1
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families in Mississippi had an in
come below the poverty level, but

* tnis fact by itself has little value for
action agencies. if poverty is v lov-
ed as a social problem, personnel of
action agencies with assignments
to combat poverty must seek ad-
ditional facts about poverty -
stricken families before they can
effectively deal with the problem.
Having obtained additional facts,
they must then ask what the facts
mean with respect to their agency
resources.

The second task, data interprets
tam, is critical. if pia, erty is v iewed
as the misfortune of the indh idual,
action agencies will tend to focus
on programs designed tA. help
poverty-stricken people meet cer-
tain needs, e.g., housing, educa-
tion, medical care, etc. If, on the
other hand, poverty is viewed as
the manifestation of a flaw in the
system, action agencies tend to
focus on ways to eliminate the flaw
by altering the system. The
difference pointed out here is that
of focus.on causes-v ersus-focus.on
symptoms. For the great majority
of action agencies working at the
local level a focus on symptoms Is
appropriate in most instances, but
those agencies must be aware that
a symptoms focus aims for the
alleviation of certain undesirable
aspects- of a particular social
problem and not the solution of the
probled itself.

As a-means of assisting action
agencies in the identification and
interpretation of data, two models
are presented here. One is a
symptoms-focused model and the
other is a cause-focused model.
Both models use poverty as their
problem base, but the basic
procedure could be adapted to any
problem. Moreover, they can be
utilized at different levels, that is,

from concrete action programs to
abstract theoretical orientations.

The basic procedure in% oh ed in
the models is simply that of reduc
indan abstract or complex term to
leers complex terms. Part of their
utility is the fact that they prat idc
a t3 pe of blueprint for deductive
treatment of complex phenomena
in terms of causes and char
actenstics, Le., "sy mptoms".These
models, therefore, should be useful
in both research and action
programs.

A word of caution is in order con
Leming use of these models, name
13, the interrelatedness of causal
factors and "symptoms' is not por
tray ed explicitly. Moreto, er, the
models should not be viewed as
complete in the sense thatthey list
all causes and all symptoms. There
is no reason, how et er, why users of
the models could not expand them
and thereby increase their
specificity.

To illustrate the utility of the
models, an action agency, nerving
family poverty from the causal
perspectiNe, might ascertain that
the major cause of-a lack of ade-
quate family income is the
breadwinner's lack of a saleable
skill tFigure 1.). On the basis of this
information the agency would
logically focus its remedial efforts
on training programs to upgrade
his work skills.

Such programs, however, must
be based not only on information
pertaining to the poverty-stricken
family, but also on knowledge of
employment opportunities in
various skill areas, e.g., sheet metal
work, building trades, etc. it is, in
other words, an exercise in futility
to train workers for non existing
jobs. Moreover, to assume that up-
grading the breadwinner's work
skills will have the desired effect of
alleviating the "symptoms" of

19

pot erty et en with a higher paying
job is risky. The family's patterns
of consumption may be critical; for
example, the need and 'or desire for
plumbing facilities may be very
low in the family's scale of
priorities but at the same time may
be very important in terms of
health and sanitation.

Viewing family poverty from the
s3 mptoms perspective, another ac
tion agency might determine that
its most significant impact could be
made in relation to housing(Figure
2). Still another might define its
major helping potential as that of
promoting and assisting in the
do elopment of local organizations
to improve conditions through
cooperative action.

One characteristic of both
models is that they can be read
from either the right or left
Reading from left to right is a
deductive exercise; for example, in
the causal model two direct causes
of family poverty are listed and the
reader is led to a second cause level
wherein are listed several suf-_
ficient causes-of_the direct cause.
Cause Level 11, in other words, fiats
causes once removed from the
problem. A typical statement
drawn from the causal model isT
family poverty may be caused by
inefficient-use of resources, which
in turn may be caused by lack of
knowledge Which is a result of in-
adequate education.

Specific recommendations for ac-
tion programs are not listed in
this report for two reasons. First,
the statewide data in the report are
not sufficiently detailed to permit
the planning of highly focused
programs. Second, personnel of ac-
tion agencies-who have both train-
ing and experience in problem-
solving are more k;iowledgeable
and better equipped to work on
problems from the action base.
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